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YM-2000TM Yard Electric Switch Machine 

Hitachi Rail STS USA’s YM-2000 Electric Switch 

Machine is a simple, low cost machine with an 

excellent service record in railroad yard 

applications.  Unlike many switch machines in its 

class, the YM-2000 can handle trailing moves at 

maximum yard speeds (up to 20 mph (32.2.kph)).  

This feature, combined with multiple control 

options, fast transition speeds and right or left 

hand layout options, makes the YM-2000 the 

obvious choice among electric machines for 

classification yards, receiving and departure 

areas, industrial sidings, and flat switching or 

storage yards. 

 

General Description 

The YM-2000 Switch Machine is arranged in a 
compact, low-profile steel case that allows between-
the-ties mounting close to the track. Separate right 
and left-hand layout models of the machine are 
available.  Exterior surfaces are protected with 
Polane

®
 epoxy paint, a new coating which provides 

exceptional resistance to corrosion and scratching.  
Stainless steel is used for all key hardware for long 
term corrosion protection.  Overall, the machine meets 
the NEMA-3R standard for environmental protection of 
internal components.  Inside, a 15W heater is provided 
to prevent condensation and frost formulation on 
electrical contacts.  To allow use in tropical climates, 
all electrical contacts are coated with a special 
varnish. 

The movement of the YM-2000 Switch Machine is 
developed by an instantly reversible, right-angle gear 
motor (worm type).  At nominal voltage and ambient 
temperature the motor throws the switch points in just 
two seconds.  Output shaft fasteners on the motor 
incorporate locking tabs to eliminate loosening from 
vibrations.  Similarly, locking roll pins are used on the 
gear housing to maintain tightness. 

An electric brake mechanism is provided on the motor 
to maintain switch point closure against the stock rail 
at the end of the stroke.  The brake is electrically 
released by a solenoid when the motor is energized, 
and actuated by springs at the end of the stroke travel 
when motor energy is removed. 

Several design features make the YM-2000 well suited 
for trailing moves.  The machine contains a specially 
designed clutch that is set to slip during a trailing  

 

 

 

move, thereby preventing any resulting movement of 
the internal gear motor.  This feature greatly reduces 
machine wear and potential damage.  When the clutch 
slips, cams on the clutch housing actuate 
control/indication switches which energize the gear 
motor to move the switch points to either the full 
normal or full reverse position. 

The YM-2000 can be manually operated by inserting a 
hand crank at the end of the drive motor.  Electric 
control options include wayside push-button or remote 
office.  Electric operation is automatically interrupted 
when the hand crank is inserted. 

A U-5 Circuit Controller (refer to RSE-6F1) can be 
added to the YM-2000 switch layout to provide point 
detection.  Switch points can be displayed using a 
searchlight dwarf signal or the ES-20 color light signal 
(see RSE-7B4). 
 

Advantages 

 Trailable, fast-acting electric machine 

 Low-cost, reliable operation 

 Hand crank, local or remote electric control 

 NEMA-qualified environmental protection 

 Simple design, easy maintenance 

 Right and left-hand machines available 
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YM-2000TM Yard Electric Switch Machine 

Specifications 

Stroke Completion: 2 sec. @ nom. voltage, 70
o
F (21

 

o
C) 

Throw Distance: 6 in. (15.24 cm) max. 

Rated Output: 1000 lbs. (454 kg) 

Manual Full Throw: 64 turns (crank handle) 

Trailing Speed: 20 mph (32 kph), max. 

Motor Power Input: 110 Vac (+20%), 60 Hz 

Inrush Current: 42A for throw @115 Vac, 60 Hz 

Motor Current: Max:  15A +10% 

 Normal:  7-8A @115Vac, 60 Hz 

Contactors: 24 Vdc, 120 Vdc, 120 Vac, 240 
Vac 

Operating Temp.: -40
o
C to + 70

o
C 

Weight: 250 lbs (113.4 kg). 

Ordering Information 

 Refer to ordering tabulation below for YM-2000 part 
numbers. 

 If ordering YM-2000 machines for new switch 
layouts, please supply all required specifications 
and mounting dimensions according to approved 
track plans; contact Hitachi Rail STS USA for any 
assistance needed. 

 Refer to RSE-6J1 for recommended YM-2000 
maintenance tools. 

 Request Service Manual SM-6455 for additional 
information and replacement parts. 

Machine Dimensions* 

 
 

* Right-hand machine dimensions shown.  Same 

relative dimensions for left-hand machine.  Request 
Service Manual SM-6455 for additional diagrams. 

Typical Layout* 

 

 
 

* Right-hand machine lauout shown.  Same relative 

placement of equipment for left-hand machine.  
Request Service Manual SM-6455 for additional 
diagrams. 

 

YM-2000 Switch Machines

Order No. Layout Motor Contactor

N451063-0301 Right-Hand 115 Vac 115 Vac

N451063-0303 Right-Hand 115 Vac 24 Vdc

N451063-0501 Left-Hand 230 Vac 115 Vac

N451063-0502 Left-Hand 115 Vac 115 Vac  
 


